RECALL OF KTM RC 390 R MODELS OF MODEL YEAR 2018: REPLACEMENT OF HANDLEBAR MOUNT KIT

Valid for all markets

KTM recalls KTM RC 390 R models of model year 2018 to the workshops of authorized KTM dealers in order to replace the handlebar mount kit, left and right.

Due to deviations during the heat treatment of the raw material and the machining of the handlebar clamps, cracks may occur along the grain boundaries within the microstructure. In extreme cases, these cracks can cause the handlebar clamp to break off together with the mounted clip-on handlebars. For this reason, the handlebar mounts and clip-on handlebars must be replaced on all vehicles.

Customers to whom the affected motorcycles have already been delivered are being personally informed by letter and are asked to immediately contact an authorized KTM dealer to arrange an appointment for replacement. In addition, customers can check online in the “Service” area on the KTM website if their motorcycle is affected by the recall.

The replacement of the handlebar mount kit right and left takes approximately 40 minutes. The replacement can be carried out by authorized KTM dealers only. This replacement of the handlebar mount kit, left and right is a free-of-charge service for customers performed under warranty.